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Abstract: With the continuous increase in number of data users and wireless devices channel capacity, limited 

spectrum and limited data rates are basic issues in the field of communication. Evolution of 4G LTE-Advance 

networks has resolved these issues up to some extent. However, current technologies are not sufficient to meet the 

requirements specified by IMT-Advance for 4G networks. Continuous efforts are being put to develop the ways to 

meet these requirements like data rate of 1Gbps. To achieve such a high data rate and high channel capacity, proper 

utilization of spectrum is required. Many techniques have been developed to improve the performance of LTE-A 

networks like MIMO, Layer 3 relay, Heterogeneous networks, network coding, COMP, Carrier Aggregation etc. Out 

of these, Carrier Aggregation (CA) is most notable as it solves the problem of limited bandwidth by combining 

frequency carriers. In this paper, we have proposed a carrier aggregation scheme which can improve some pre-

specified parameters. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme shows better throughput and spectrum 

utilization with less delay and sojourn time. 

Keywords: LTE-A, carrier aggregation, component carrier, quality of service, IMT-Advance, OFDM, Downlink 

Scheduling, DSCS. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Employment of various techniques in LTE-A has improved the performance of system to significant level but now, it 

seems impossible to further improve the quality of service (QOS) of LTE 4G systems due to the fact that bandwidth of 

system is limited. The only way to further increase the data rate and channel capacity is to increase the channel 

bandwidth. This problem is solved by standardization of a key technique in 3GPP as part of release 10 and named as 

Carrier Aggregation (CA) technique. Carrier aggregation technique is based on combining the frequency spectrum 

carriers, called component carriers (CCs), which increase the instantaneous bandwidth which can be provided to a user. 

These CCs may be contiguous or non-contiguous. Hence, data rate, channel capacity and power increase by many 

multiples. When CA technique is employed, it is necessary to use such a scheduling scheme which can allocate the 

resource blocks in an efficient manner with an ultimate goal of improvement in QOS performance. In this paper, an 
improved & efficient scheduling scheme has been introduced to improve the QOS performance of LTE-A system.  

II. LTE-ADVANCE 

In Release 8 of 3GPP, an evolution in field of communication was brought by launching the long term 

evolution(LTE) as 4G communication system and successor of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

(UMTS) in November 2004 and it was finalized as the final version with Release 9. However, large improvements in 

spectrum efficiency and channel capacity have been introduced by LTE but this not sufficient to meet the 

requirements of 4G specified by 3GPP IMT-Advance. Hence, 3GPP kept working on advancements in LTE. The 

improved versions like LTE Release 10 and beyond dare called LTE-Advance. LTE-Advance is able to fulfill the 

given requirements and is under development currently. In this, throughput has been increased by many folds and 

latency has also greatly decreased as compared to early mobile packet services. Network architecture of LTE is based 

on packet switching and it offers a seamless internet protocol (IP) between User Equipment (UE) and Packet Data 

Network (PDN) without any interference or disturbance to users even in moving state. This is called all IP protocol 

[1].Fulfill of increasing demands for high data rate has been only possible due to evolution of all IP protocol by the 

3GPP system. This protocol system acts as a convenient system to access various networks and also, it provides 
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provisions for guarantee of user satisfaction, low system latency and low cost etc.3GPP has specified following basic 

requirements for LTE-4G systems in IMT-Advance: 

 Data rates up to 100Mbps in the downlink(DL) and 50 Mbps in the uplink(UL) for mobile users [2]. 

 Data rate up to 1 Gbps for stationary users. 

 Improved Spectrum efficiency and scalable bandwidth. 

 Easy and simple interfacing with existing 3GPP and non-3GPP systems. 

 Cost effective migration towards LTE. 

 Reduced Capital Expenditure (CAPEX). 

 Simple architecture that allows a lower Operational Expenditure (OPEX). 

A. LTE Architecture 

LTE architecture consists of mainly three components: User Equipment (UE) which is a wireless device, evolution of 

the radio access network, i.e., Evolved-UTRAN (E-UTRAN) which acts as base station and contains many eNodeBs 

and a Non-Radio Access counterpart called System Architecture Evolution (SAE), which constitutes the Evolved 

Packet Core (EPC) which interact between E-UTRAN & server networks andcontrols their functioning[4]. The 

relationship between the UE, E-UTRAN and the EPC is shown in Figure 1. A broader view is shown in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 1: LTE Architecture components [3]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The EPC architecture Interfaces [4] 

 

B. LTE QOS Parameters 

As LTE is an all IP network, it defines QOS guarantee the quality of a service and also it supports various level 

services for other bit-rate sensitive applications. The QOS parameters include QCI, ARP, GBR, MBR and 

AMBR.QOS Class Identifier (QCI) is a QOS model adopted by LTE to ensure bearer traffic.Address Resolution 

Protocol (ARP) is only used by admission control entity to decide whether a bearer establishment/ modification 

request can be accepted or not. ARP with PCI and PVI decides the bearer to release in case of resource limitation. 

Scheduling is fully controlled by other parameters after establishing the bearer. QCI provides a reference to various 

node-specific parameters like Resource Type (RT), Priority (PL), Packet Delay Budget (PDB) and Packet Error Loss 

Rate (PELR), which control packet transmission at bearer level. The MBR and GBR are defined for GBR bearers and 

must be set equal at this stage. The AMBR includes APN AMBR and UE-AMBR to non-GBR bearers. These values 

are separately defined for uplink and downlink[5]. 

 

C. LTE Downlink Scheduling 

Scheduling refers to assignment of RBs to different UEs. Packet scheduling is performed by network operator 

performs in UE and eNodeB for uplink and downlink. The objective of scheduling is to determine the RB allotment 

to different UE maximizing some specified functions, for example, system throughput or other fairness-sensitive 

metrics.3GPP has not specified any scheduling specification and left to service provider. Generally, schedulers 

operate in two phases in order to reduce complexity: TDPS followed by FDPS.TDPS creates a SCS which is a list of 

users to which resources may be allocated in the current scheduling period and FDPS ensures allocation of RBs to 

users present in SCS. Basic function of packet scheduling is to decide the users that would transmit their data on the 

air interface. Packet scheduler allocates RBs to various active UEs at the eNodeBs. The assignments for downlink 

resources and uplink grants are carried by Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH).The design of packet 
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scheduler must satisfy the QOS requirements. It should maximize the system capacity and provide a good fairness 

while allocating RBs. Figure 3 shows the diagram of a simplified packet scheduler. RBs are distributed to different 

UEs according to the metric on the basis of which the scheduler is designed. For example, the i-th RBs will be 

allocated to j-th UE, if jth UE has the largest metric among all other UEs at that instant.General requirements of a 

good scheduler are [6]: 

(i) Efficient link utilization: Scheduler must take the advantages of multiuser diversity so as to utilize the channel 

efficiently. 

(ii) Delay bound: Scheduler must guarantee delay bounds for individual flows in order to support delay-sensitive 

applications. 

(iii) Fairness: To avoid flows with QOS overprovision certain level of fairness is required in the system. 

(iv) Implementation complexity: Less complex algorithm require in high speed networks for scheduling decisions. 

(v) Isolation: The algorithm should isolate a session from the ill effects of misbehaving sessions. The QOS 

guarantees for a session should be maintained even in the presences of sessions whose demands are in excess of 

their reserved values. 

(vi) Delay/bandwidth decoupling: Delay is tightly coupled to the reserved rate in most of the schedulers, i.e., a 

higher reserved rate provides a lower delay. 

(vii) Scalability: The algorithm should operate efficiently as the number of sessions sharing the channel increases. 

Moreover, the scheduler must be flexible enough to work well in different scenarios. 

III. CARRIER AGGREGATION TECHNIQUE 

However, in LTE-A, the spectrum efficiency has been improved in a great manner which provides improvements in 

data rates by many multiples, but, this alone cannot achieve the required data rates specified by IMT-Advanced for 4G 

LTE-Advanced.Spectral efficiency of LTE cannot be improved much beyond its current performance limit to meet the 

requirement of 1Gbps set by IMT-Advanced. The basic restriction is that bandwidth of spectrum is limited and 

efficiency a particular spectrum band can only be improved up to a certain level. Hence, the way remains to achieve 

such a high data rate is to increase the bandwidth of system channel.Carrier aggregation (CA) technique has been 

proposed to do this.It is one of the most widely used features of LTE-Advanced which has been standardized in 3GPP 

as part of LTE Release10 to provide bandwidth extension for high data rate transmission in LTE-advanced 

networks.This technique allows proper utilization of radio resources across by providing scalable expansion of 

effective band width across multiple carriers called component carriers (CCs). These carriers may be in the same or 

different bands of spectrum and may be of different bandwidths, hence, provide maximum flexibility to utilize the 

limited radio spectrum available. In this, UE and Network use more than one carrier frequencies by combining the 

CCs.The term “component carrier” (CC) refers to each frequency band defined in LTE. In current technologies, 

maximum five carriers can be aggregated. As a CC can be maximum of 20 MHz, hence, bandwidth can be extended up 

to 100 MHz at maximum. 

 

A. Types of CA techniques 

There are three CA methods to create bandwidth expansion. Intra-band contiguous CA, in which, the carriers are 

adjacent to each other. It provides a contiguous bandwidth wider than 20MHz as shown in figure 4(a). Intra-band 

non-contiguous CA combines multiple CCs exist in the same band but are non-contiguous as shown in Figure 4(b). 

This scheme is best suited where spectrum allocation is discontinuous within a single band. Inter-band non-

contiguous CA is the most general mode to perform CA. Here, multiple CCs belonging to different bands are 

aggregated as shown in figure 4(c). [8] 

 

                    
         Figure 3: Simplified model of LTE packet Scheduler [7].        Figure 4: Types of carrier aggregation [8] 
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B. Carrier Aggregation Deployment 

There are four possible CA Scenarios for real LTE-Advanced deployment given below [12]: 

(1) Overlapped coverage: In this, Multiple CCs are aggregated over contiguous bandwidth and their areas are co-

located as shown in figure 5. 

(2) Different Coverage: In this, areas of multiple CCs are co-located but CCs have different coverage in cells due to 

different path loss as shown in figure 6. 

(3) Cell Edge Beam forming: In this, CCs cover cell edges of different CC cells to increase cell edge throughput as 

shown in figure 7. 

(4) RRH Integration: In this, macro coverage is provided with lower CC and coverage at hotspots with RRH 

(Remote Radio Heads) as shown in figure 8 

 

 

                     
Figure 5: Overlapped coverage[12]    Figure 6: Different coverage[12] 

 

 

                              
Figure 7: cell edge beam forming[12]   Figure 8: RRH integration[12] 

 

C. Analysis of Considered Parameters: Let F denote the set of all the arrival packets at eNodeB and time is 

discretized. The number of packets inserted into the queue of CC link l at time slot t is denoted as Al(t). Assume that 

{Al(t)} ∈F and Al(t) = {Al,k(t), k ∈K, l ∈L} ; where {Al,k(t)is the arrival process for user k from link l . The number of 

arriving packets in a time slot is uniformly bounded as: 

 Al(t + τ ) ˗Al(t) ≤Amax,  Al∈F,  t ≥ 0                 (1) 

where Al(t) is the total number of packets that arrived on the link l during the first t time slots, and Amax is a constant. 

In each time slot, the total departure by the end of the slot t is denoted as Gl(t) = µl,k τ. Ql(t) is the dynamic value of 

the queue length maintained at CCl. Since QSI is fed back to the FC, it is inferred that the forwarded packets are 

successfully transmitted over the link and the queue turns to empty immediately. Thus, the dynamics of queue at time 

slot t can be described as: 

Ql(t) = Ql(0) + Al(t) ˗ Gl(t)                                             (2) 

The FC allocates the packets such that Ql(t) ≥ 0 always holds. At each TTI, Ql(t) is fed back to the FC to make the 

decision for slot allocation. Therefore, the slot to be allocated through FC with QSI CClis written as: 

Ql(t + τ ) = min {[Ql(t) ˗Gl(t)] + Al(t)}             (3) 

The duration of slot τ for each queue can be expressed as: 

     τ  = Al(t) + Gl(t)  ≤  Ql(t)                                     (4) 

(1) Average delay: Let λl,kdenote the average arrival rate to each queue of link l of user k: The traffic load of the 

network to user k is defined as ρl,k= λl,k/µl,k. Let S(t) = {Sl,k(t), k ∈K} denote the size of the packet being transmitted 

at the tth scheduling slot to UE k . The average packet transmission rate is µl,k= Rl,k/ Sl,k. 

Likewise, the average arrival rates of real time traffic in each CC link l is given byλl,k
RT  and the corresponding service 

rate per channel for each traffic is denoted as µl,k
RT . 

The average delay of RT services D
R
can be obtained as [10]: 

       D
R 

 = T
R(waiting)

(t) + T
R(transmission)

(t);                    (5)
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where T
R(waiting)

(t) is the waiting time of RT packets and T
R(waiting)

(t) denotes the transmission time of RT packets 

progressing in the system. Therefore, 

     D
R 

  = 
Q l

R (t)

λ l
R   +  

Nl
R (t)

λ l
R                                                   (6) 

where the number of ongoing RT packets in the system is denoted as Nl
R . The average delay for RT servicesfor user k 

is given by: 

Dk
R  =  {DR}T−1

t=0                                                               (7) 

(2) Average Sojourn Time: Sojourn time can be defined as the amount of time that UE needs to spend before 

leaving the network.The average sojourn time is the total period a packet spends from its arrival to complete 

departure. It is denoted as [10]: 

     El,k{Ea,l[Ta,k]}                                                      (8) 

where Ta,kis the sojourn time of arriving packets (a, k) in CC l to user k . 

(3) Spectrum Utilization: The spectrum utilization of the system is the average number of utilized channels over the 

total number of channels. In Al∈F , a total number of w(l) channels out of W are utilized, where T is the time taken 

for user k. The spectrum utilization for the downlink transmission of UE k can be expressed as [10]: 

       Uk = 
w (l)

W.Ta∈F                                                           (9) 

(4) Error Vector Magnitude (EVM): EVM is a measure of performance of transmitter or receiver. A signal sent by 

an ideal transmitter or received by an ideal receiver will have all constellation points exactly at their ideal locations. 

But, due to imperfections in the system like carrier leakage, phase noise etc. cause constellation points deviate from 

their ideal locations. EVM is a measure of this deviation. All errors in the system degrade EVM. EVM is equal to the 

ratio of the amplitude of the error vector to RMS amplitude of reference vector. It is given as[13]: 

EVM(dB) = 10 log10 
Perror

Pref
                                           (10) 

Where Perror  is the RMS amplitude of the error vector, Pref is the amplitude of the 

outermost (highest power) point in the reference signal constellation. Figure 9 

shows the measurement of Perror  and Pref  vectors. 

Generally, EVM is defined in the form of percentage: 

EVM(%) =  
Perror

Pref
   × 100%                                          (11) 

EVM is also defined in terms of signal and noise power as [11]: 

EVM = 
1

 SNR
                                                                     (12)                                                                                     

Figure 9: EVM measurement 

IV. DSCS SCHEME 

Many scheduling schemes based on carrier aggregation (CA) have been introduced to improve the performance of 4G 

networks with a dedicated target of achieving requirements specified by IMT-Advance. When CA is implemented, an 

efficient carrier scheduling scheme is required for proper utilization of frequency spectrum.DSCS scheduling is a 

scheme based on carrier aggregation technique. Key idea behind this scheduling scheme is the allocation of slots for 

each component carrier based on the queue state information [10].  

                  
Figure 10: DSCS without priority [10]                                              Figure 11: DSCS with priority[10] 
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it is implemented under two cases, with priority and without priority based on the delay requirements of individual 

mobile multimedia traffic. priority based dscs is basically used for delay sensitive traffic applications. here, incoming 

traffic is classified into different priority level on the basis of their delay tolerance property. for example, a video call 

or live chat requires immediate resource allocation as compared to email message. figure 10 and 11 show the 

flowcharts of dscs without priority and dscs with priority respectively. 

V. PROPOSED CARRIER AGGREGATION SCHEDULING SCHEME 

Here, we have introduced a CA scheme for downlink scheduling in LTE-A networks which specifically improves the 

throughput, average delay, average sojourn time and spectrum utilization, however, this scheme is slighter complicated 

to implement than commonly used CA schemes nowadays. As we know that, LTE is based on OFDM technique, 

hence, radio resources can be distributed to different UEs in frequency domain and we can change the resource 

allocation dynamically. A scheduling scheme includes RB allocation, selection of coding scheme to be used and 

selection of antenna techniques.Carrier Aggregation provides again flexibility to the scheduler for RB allocation. In 

CA technique, a set of component carriers is configured for each user. Power increases with increase in number of 
component carriers. For best performance, it is desirable to assign equal load on different CCs. 

Let we have P component carriers with R resource blocks and X users can be served at the base station. Q out of P RBs 

are to be assigned to each UE. Problem of scheduling involves two steps, i.e., component carrier allotment and 

resource block scheduling. Following algorithm is used proposed Scheduling scheme to allocate the component 

carriers and resource blocks: 

 

 

Algorithm for proposed scheduling scheme: 

1: Clear the CC assignments for all X UEs. 

2: Reset dHOL_of_CC (1 to P). 

3: Calculate dHOL of all UEs. 

4: ArrangedHOL in a descending order into dHOL(1) to dHOL(X) 

5: for UE(i), i= 1 to X from dHOL(1 to X) do 

6: for j= 1 to Q do 

7:      Least_dHOL = INF; 

8:      Least_dHOL_Flag = FALSE; 

9:      for k= 1 to Q do 

10:         if dHOL_of_CC(k) = 0 then 

11:         Assign CC(k) to UE(i); 

12:         dHOL_of_CC(k) = dHOL(i); 

13:         Least_dHOL_Flag = TRUE; 

14:         break. 

15:         else 

16:            if (Least_dHOL>dHOLof CC(k) and CC(k) not assigned to UE(i)) then 

17:            Least_dHOL = dHOL_of_CC(k); 

18:            Least_dHOL_CC_number = k. 

19:            end if 

20:        end if 

21:     end for 

22:     if Least_dHOL _Flag = FALSE then 

23:    Assign Least_dHOL_CC_number to UE(i); 

24:   dHOL_of_CC (Least_dHOL_CC_number) = dHOL_of_CC (Least_dHOL_CC_number) + Least_dHOL. 

25:     end if 

26:  end for 

27: for i= 1 to P do 

28:    Choose the UE(x) with the largest backlog; 

29:    For UE(x), choose the resource block RB(y) with the best channel rate; 

30:    Allocate the RB(y) to UE(x) and mark it as allocated; 

31:    Update the backlog for UE(x). 

32: end for 
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Explanation: In pre-existing CA schemes, component carriers are assigned in a static manner and it does not change 

with time. In our proposed scheme, we allocate the CCs to UEs by considering channel conditions, network load and 

other factors. In the above algorithm,queuing head-of-line delaydHOL of UEs is taken as the metric to determine the 

load of a component carrier which is allocated to UE. This metric can properly quantify and indicate the loading of a 

particular CC and implicitly factor in the channel conditions. It can help achieve network load balancing and high 

utilization. Here, we have assumed that there are Ccomponent carriers and each UE can be allocated at most P 

component carriers (here P < C). Here, eNodeB performs the algorithm to reallocate CCs to UEs at a specified 

frequency.dHOLis calculated for each RB and then least dHOL  is found. Algorithm shows the whole process of CC 

allocation. For resource block scheduling, we have used a backlog method.The backlog can be in terms of either 

dHOLor queue length. Here, UE with largest backlog is selected for each RB and then, a resource block with best 

channel rate is chosen for this UE. Now, resource block is allocated to this UE.  

Flowchart: Flow chart for this carrier aggregation scheme is shown in figure 12 given below on page no. 8: 

VI. SIMULATION MODEL 

The proposed scheme has been simulated on MATLAB 2016a using MatlabSimulink tool. Simulation is performed 

considering a single cell scenario with an eNodeB at the center of cell. Spectrum utilization, average sojourn time , 

average delay and through are the characteristics under investigation. Basic simulation parameter settings used in the 

simulation process is shown in table 1 given below: 

 

 

S. No. Parameter Value 

1. No. of Users 10-100 

2. Number of carriers to be Aggregated [50  75  100] 

3. Number of CCs per aggregated carrier 2 

4. Number of Sub-frames 10-20 

5. Frequency Window Size 15 

6. Time Window Size 15 

7. Interpolation Window Type Centered 

8. LTE Subcarrier Spacing in MHz 0.015 

9. Bandwidth of each CC in MHz 10 

Table 1: Simulation parameters. 

VII. SIMULATION RESULT 

Results obtained by simulation are shown in figure from 13 to 22. Figure 13-18 shows characteristics of CA signal 

generated during simulation and figure 19-22 shows comparison of considered parameters among four scheduling 

schemes namely, basic DAC-IBS scheme, DSCS without priority, DSCS with priority and our new proposed 
scheduling scheme. In each graph, we can see that proposed scheme is performing better than all other schemes. 

Figure 13 shows the power spectrum of CA signal. We can see that bandwidth of CA spectrum is 20 MHz. 

Figure 14 shows the demodulated CA signal and filtered signal. It can be observed that filtered signal lie between 5 

MHz. 

Figure 15-17 shows the waveforms for error vector magnitude (EVM)% with time, number of subcarriers, number of 

resource blocks respectively. Figure 18 show values of EVM% vs number of subcarriers vs number of OFDM 

symbols. 

Figure 19 shows comparison of spectrum utilization among various schemes. It can be observed that spectrum 

utilization for the proposed scheme is maximum for all cases of traffic loads. For example, spectrum utilization (in 

Mb/m
2
/Hz/sec) is 1.00 for proposed scheme, 0.98 for DSCS with priority, 0.95 for DSCS without priority and 0.92for 

DBS-IBS scheme at 0.9 traffic load. Here, spectrum utilization has increased by maximum 2.04% from best pre-

existing scheme (DSCS with priority). 

Figure 20 shows comparison of Average sojourn time. It can be observed that average sojourn time for the proposed 

scheme is minimum for all cases of traffic loads. For example, average sojourn time is 260 ms for proposed scheme, 

350 ms for DSCS with priority, 420 ms for DSCS without priority and 440 ms for DBS-IBS scheme at 0.9 real time 

traffic load. Here, average sojourn time has decreased by maximum 25.71% from best pre-existing scheme (DSCS 

with priority). 
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Figure 12: Simulation Flowchart for proposed scheme 
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Figure 21 shows comparison of Average delay. It can be observed that average delay for the proposed scheme is 

minimum for all cases of traffic loads.For example, average delay is 0.3 s for proposed scheme, 1.2 s for DSCS with 

priority, 2.4 s for DSCS without priority and 2.7 s for DBS-IBS scheme at 0.9 real time traffic load. Here, average 

delay has decreased by maximum 75% from best pre-existing scheme (DSCS with priority). 

Figure 22 shows comparison of throughput. It can be observed that throughput for the proposed scheme is maximum 

for all cases of traffic loads. For example, for 80 users, throughput is 134 Mbps for proposed scheme, however it is 

132 Mbps for DSCS with priority, 129 Mbps for DSCS without priority and 124 Mbps for DBS-IBS scheme. 

Through has increased by maximum 1.51% from best pre-existing scheme (DSCS with priority). 

 

      

Figure 13 Power spectrum of CA signal.                                       Figure 14: Demodulated and filtered waveform. 

 

     

Figure 15: EVM% vs time.                                           Figure 16: EVM% vs no. of subcarriers 

 

                  

Figure 17: EVM% vs no. of resource blocks.              Figure 18: EVM% vs subcarriers vs OFDM signal 
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Figure 19: Spectrum utilization comparison.                      Figure 20: Average sojourn time comparison. 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Average delay comparison.                  Figure 22: Throughput comparison. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

From the results of simulation, it can be concluded that all the four parameters considered here, i.e. spectrum 

utilization, average delay, average sojourn time and throughput, have improved using the proposed scheduling 

scheme and the proposed scheme shows the best performance among all four scheduling schemes considered here. 

Throughput: Throughput calculated by this scheme is maximum for any number of users as compared to other 

schemes.As shown above,for 80 users, throughput is 134 Mbps for proposed scheme, however it is 132 Mbps for 

DSCS with priority, 129 Mbps for DSCS without priority and 124 Mbps for DBS-IBS scheme. Through has 

increased by maximum 1.51% from best pre-existing scheme (DSCS with priority). 

Spectrum Utilization: Spectrum utilization under this scheme is maximum as compared to other schemes for all real 

time traffic loads.As shown above, spectrum utilization (in Mb/m
2
/Hz/sec) is 1.00 for proposed scheme, 0.98 for 

DSCS with priority, 0.95 for DSCS without priority and 0.92for DBS-IBS scheme at 0.9 traffic load. Here, spectrum 

utilization has increased by maximum 2.04% from best pre-existing scheme (DSCS with priority).  

Average Sojourn Time: Average sojourn time is minimum in this scheme as compared to other schemes for all real 

traffic loads. As shown above, average sojourn time is 260 ms for proposed scheme, 350 ms for DSCS with priority, 

420 ms for DSCS without priority and 440 ms for DBS-IBS scheme at 0.9 real time traffic load. Here, average 

sojourn time has decreased by maximum 25.71% from best pre-existing scheme (DSCS with priority).  

Average Delay: Average delay is minimum in this scheme as compared to other schemes for all real time traffic 

loads. As shown above, average delay is 0.3 s for proposed scheme, 1.2 s for DSCS with priority, 2.4 s for DSCS 

without priority and 2.7 s for DBS-IBS scheme at 0.9 real time traffic load. Here, average delay has decreased by 

maximum 75% from best pre-existing scheme (DSCS with priority). 
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Abbreviations: 

3GPP 

DCI 

GBR 

MBR 

:Third Generation Partnership Project 

: Downlink Control Information 

: Granted Bit rate 

: Maximum Bit Rate 

APN 

UTRAN 

UICC     

USIM    

: Access Point Name 

: Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network 

: Universal Integrated Circuit Card 

: Universal Subscriber Identity Module 
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